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Abstract
In this paper we combine complementary features
based on foreground and background information in an
HMM-based classifier to recognize handwritten isolated
characters and numeral strings. A zoning scheme based
on column and row models provides a way of dividing the
character into zones without making the features size
variant. This strategy allows us to avoid the character
normalization, while it provides a way of having
information from specific zones of the character. The
experimental results on 10 digit classes, 52 character
classes and 6 classes of numeral strings of different
lengths have shown that the proposed features are highly
discrimminant.

1. Introduction
Many approaches to solving the handwritten character
recognition problem have been proposed in recent years
due to numerous possible applications. Drawing up a
taxonomy of these approaches is difficult, since their
methodologies overlap. However, research in this field
has basically considered investigating: a) feature
extraction methods; b) classification methods; and c)
system architectures based on different strategies, such as
combinations of multiple classifiers, the use of multiple
templates, and the use of verification modules.
The investigation of feature extraction methods has
gained considerable attention since a discriminative
feature set is considered the most important factor in
achieving high recognition performance. In [1] a survey of
feature extraction methods for off-line recognition of
segmented characters is presented. The authors describe
important aspects that must be considered before selecting
a specific feature extraction method.
In general, the feature extraction methods for numeral
recognition reported in the literature have been based on
two types of features: statistical and structural. The
statistical features are derived from statistical distributions
of points, such as zoning, moments, projection histograms
or direction histograms [2,3]. Structural features are based

on topological and geometrical properties of the character,
like strokes and their directions, end-points, or
intersections of segments and loops [4,5].
Many researchers have explored the integration of
structural and statistical information to highlight different
character properties, since these types of features are
considered to be complementary. In [5], structural and
statistical information is integrated into a classifier based
on Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The authors use stateduration adapted transition probability distribution and
macro-states to overcome the weakness of the HMMs in
modeling structural features. The recognition rate is
96.16% in 2,711 digit samples extracted from the CEDAR
database.
Another multifeature-based system is proposed in [6].
In this work, a combination of seven different families of
features is proposed in order to arrive at a complete
character description. These features are divided into
global features (invariant moments, projections and
profiles) and local features (intersections with straight
lines, holes and concave arcs, extremities, end-points and
junctions). A set of 53,324 digits extracted from the NIST
database is used to test the system. The recognition,
rejection and substitution rates are 90.82%, 8.93% and
0.25% respectively.
In [7], a MLP-based classifier based on concavity
features achieved a recognition rate of over 99.13% in
60,089 samples of handwritten digits of the NIST SD19
database.
In this paper, we combine features extracted from the
foreground and the background of character images in an
HMM-based system. The challenge is to achieve
recognition rates close to that presented in [7] with MLPs,
however, using an HMM-based system. HMM have been
used to model isolated characters, which are applied to
recognize words or numeral strings. The reason is that
HMM can model specific handwriting knowledge related
to the interaction between adjacent characters in words or
numeral strings easier than MLPs. Moreover, HMM has
been successfully used to provide implicit segmentationbased methods to recognize words and numeral strings as
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in [8]. With such an approach it is possible to avoid a
priori segmentation of the string or word into characters.

2. Feature extraction method

vectors (OP1, ...,OPi , ...,OPN ). The center of gravity
the N coordinates (cos (α i ), sin(α i ) ) is defined as:
C=

The extraction method consists of scanning the
character image from left-to-right (column-based features)
and from bottom-to-top (row-based features). Foreground
and background information are combined in a vector of
47 features: 34 foreground plus 13 background features.

2.1 Foreground features (FF)
The FF vector consists of local and global features
calculated taking into account the foreground pixels of the
image columns or rows. The local features are based on
transitions from background to foreground pixels and vice
versa.
For each transition, the mean direction and
corresponding variance are obtained by means of statistic
estimators. These estimators are more suitable for
directional observations, since they are based on a circular
scale. For instance, given the directional observations
α 1 = 1o and α 2 = 359 o , they provide a mean direction
( α ) of 0o instead of 180o calculated by conventional
estimators. Let α1,..., α i ,...,α N be a set of directional
observations with distribution F (α i ) and size N.
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These coordinates are used to estimate the mean size of
R , as:
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(C
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Then, the circular mean direction can be obtained by
solving one of the following equations:

()

cos α =

C
R

,

()

sin α =

S
R

(4)

Finally, the circular variance of α is calculated as:

Sα = 1 − R

0 ≤ Sα ≤ 1

(5)

To estimate α and S α for each transition of a
numeral
image,
we
have
considered
{00 , 450 , 90 0 , 135 0 , 180 0 , 225 0 , 270 0 , 315 0 } as the set of
directional observations, while F (α i ) is computed by
counting the number of successive black pixels over the
direction α i from a transition until the encounter of a
white pixel. In Figure 2 the transitions in a column of
numeral 5 are enumerated from 1 to 6, and the possible
directional observations from transitions 3 and 6 are
shown.

Figure 1. Circular mean direction α and
variance Sα for a distribution F (α i )

Figure 1 shows that α i represents the angle between
the unit vector OPi and the horizontal axis, while P i is

the intersection point between OPi and the unit circle.
The cartesian coordinates of P i are defined as:

(cos (α i ), sin (α i ))

(1)

The circular mean direction α of the N directional
observations on the unit circle corresponds to the direction
of the resulting vector R obtained by the sum of the unit

()

Figure 2. Transitions in a column image of numeral 5,
and the directional observations to estimate the mean
direction for transitions 3 and 6

In addition to this directional information, we have
calculated two other local features: a) relative position of
each transition, taking into account the top of the digit
bounding box, and b) whether the transition belongs to the
outer or inner contour, which shows the presence of loops
in the numeral image. Since for each column we consider
8 possible transitions, at this point our feature vector is
composed of 32 features.
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The global features are based on vertical projection
(VP) of black pixels for each column, and the derivative
of VP between adjacent columns. This constitutes a total
of 34 features normalized between 0 and 1.

codebook previously constructed by using the K-means
algorithm [9]. Thus, the output of the feature extraction
method consists of two sequences of discrete observations
for each digit: column-based and row-based sequences.

2.2 Background features (BF)

3. Hidden Markov models

The BF vector is based on concavity information.
These features are used to highlight the topological and
geometrical properties of the character classes. Each
concavity feature represents the number of white pixels
that belong to a specific concavity configuration.
The label for each white pixel is chosen based on the
Freeman code with four directions. Each direction is
explored until the encounter of a black pixel or the limits
imposed by the digit bounding box. A white pixel is
labeled if at least two consecutive directions find black
pixels. Thus, we have 9 possible concavity configurations.
Moreover, we consider four more configurations, in order
to detect more precisely the presence of loops.
The total length of this feature vector is then 13. The
concavity vector is normalized between 0 and 1, by the
total of the concavity codes computed for each column or
row of the character image.
Figure 3 shows the 9 concavity configurations and also
4 configurations (A,B,C,D) for false loops.

In the proposed classifier each character class is
represented by two HMMs: one based on columns
( λ 0c , λ1c , ..., λ 9c ) and other based on rows ( λ 0r , λ1r , ..., λ 9r ) of the
character image. These column- and row-based models
provide a way of combining foreground and background
features in the zoning scheme as shown in Figure 4.
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22222XXXXXXX111111111111111
2222XXXXXXXXXX1111111111111
222XXXXXXXXXXXXX11111111111
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1111111111
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX111111111
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX11111111
XXXXXDDDDDDDDXXXXXXX1111111
3XXXDDDDDDDDDDDXXXXXX111111
333777777777777XXXXXX111111
333777777777777XXXXXX111111
33377777777777XXXXXXX111111
33377777777777XXXXXXX111111
33377777777777XXXXXXX111111
3337777777777XXXXXXXX111111
333777777777XXXXXXXXX111111
333777777777XXXXXXXXXX11111
333777777XXXXXXXXXXXXX11111
333777777XXXXXXXXXXXXXX1111
33377777XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX1111
33377777XXXXXXXXDDDXXXXX111
33377777XXXXXXDDDDDDXXXX111
333777777XXXXDDDDDDDDXXXX11
333777777777777777777XXXX11
333777777777777777777XXXXX1
333777777777777777777XXXXX1
333777777777777777777XXXXXX
333777777777777777777XXXXXX
333777777777777777777XXXXXX
3337777777777777777XXXXXXX4
33377777777777XXXXXXXXXXXX4
333XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX4
333XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX44
333XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX444
3333XXXXXXXXXXXXXX444444444
3333XXXXXX44444444444444444
3333333XX444444444444444444

Figure 4. Implicit zoning scheme provided
combining column and row-based models

D

a black pixel was found in this direction
no black pixel was found in this direction

Figure 3 – Concavity configurations

2.3 Column and row-based features
The feature vector composed of foreground and
background features is extracted from each column and
row of the character image. Each feature vector is mapped
to one of 256 possible discrete symbols available in a

by

The topology of the character models is defined taking
into account the recognition of handwritten text. This
means a left-right model with number of states defined as
described in [10], which defines the possible number of
states (N) of the HMMs taking into account durational
statistics calculated from the training database. Table 1
presents the range (minimum and maximum number of
states) for each numeral model calculated on the training
set (50,000 isolated digits – 5,000 per class). In addition,
the mean length value is also calculated. The final number
of states of each digit model was experimentally defined
as that corresponding to the minimum value in Table 1.
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Table 1. Minimum, maximum and mean number of
states by digit class
Numeral
Column based models
Row based
model
Models
Min Mean Max Min Mean Max
0
13
18
24
14
21
28
1
5
6
7
16
24
32
2
14
22
30
16
24
32
3
14
20
26
20
28
36
4
15
22
28
18
28
39
5
13
21
29
19
27
35
6
15
20
25
18
27
36
7
15
20
25
18
27
36
8
14
17
24
20
29
38
9
16
20
25
21
31
41

4. Experimental results
Three set of experiments were carried out taking into
account isolated digits, isolated characters and numeral
strings of different lengths. In all the experiments a zerolevel rejection was used.

4.1 Experiments on isolated digits
The experiments undertaken during the course of
development of the proposed method were done using
isolated numerals from the NIST SD19. We use 50,000
numeral samples for training, 10,000 for validation and
10,000 for testing. A final experiment was done using a
more robust protocol based on 195,000 samples for
training, 28,000 for validation and 60,089 for testing.

4.1.1 Evaluation of the number of states
The gap between the number of states usually found in
the literature for HMMs used to represent characters (5 or
6 states) [11,12] and those in Table 1 estimated using the
scheme proposed [10] is very large. For this reason, we
decide at this time to evaluate, for the column-based
models, configurations with 6, 8 and 12 states.
Table 2 - Experiments considering different number of
states in the numeral HMMs
Column models
Row models
Number of states Valid. (%) Test (%) Valid. (%) Test (%)

6
8
12
Minimum values
Mean values

97.63
97.78
97.89
98.01
97.54

94.55
94.90
95.26
95.51
94.61

95.65
97.56
97.40

92.27
95.16
95.02

Table 2 shows the recognition results considering
different number of states for the column and row numeral
models. The best results were obtained by using the

minimum values presented in Table 1. The maximum
values were not evaluated since we have observed a loss
in terms of recognition rates for the mean values.

4.1.2 Evaluation of the codebook sizes
The codebook size was experimentally optimized. We
have evaluated codebooks composed of 64, 128, 192, 256
and 320 entries. The codebook composed of 256 entries
provided the best results (see Table 3). The recognition
rate of the row models considering a codebook with 64
entries were not calculated, since we have observed that
256 entries provided better results (based on the columnbased models).
Table 3 – Experiments using different codebook sizes
Column models
Row models
Size
Valid. (%) Test. (%)
Valid. (%) Test. (%)

64
128
192
256
320

95.40
97.89
98.24
98.44
98.32

92.94
95.26
96.23
96.54
96.44

97.56
98.16
98.40
98.30

95.16
96.63
97.09
96.92

4.1.3 Combination of column and row models
The experiments have shown that combining columnand row-based models to represent each digit class
provides an interesting recognition performance. In Table
4, experiment (a), only the column-based model using the
foreground feature (FF) vector was evaluated. In the
experiment (b), we observed a significant improvement in
the recognition performance when we combine foreground
and background features in the column-based model.
Table 4. Combination of column and row models
Valid.(%) Testing (%)
(a) Column (FF vector)
96,79
94,00
(b) Column (FF + BF vectors)
98.44
96.54
(c) Row (FF + BF vectors)
98.40
97.09
99.00
98.02
(d) Combination (column and
row models used in (b) and
(c), respectively)

Similar results were obtained in the experiment (c) for
the row-based models. Finally, the experiment (d) has
shown that column and row-based models are really
complementary. The models were combined by summing
the log of their final probability calculated using Viterbi’s
algorithm.
Table 5 shows the confusion matrix related to the
experiment (a) presented in Table 4. We can observe
many confusions between digit classes: 0-6, 2-7, 3-5, 4-9,
6-0, 8-6, 9-0 and 9-4.
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Table 6 shows the final confusion matrix related to the
experiment (d) presented in Table 4. We can observe that
the use of complementary information (foreground and
background features + column and row models) has
shown to be a promising way to reduce those confusions
shown in Table 5. However, there is still some confusion
between classes 2-7, 4-9, and 9-4.
Table 5. Confusion matrix: column model (FF vector)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
929
0
9
0
6
7
29
0
4
16

1
0
980
9
0
5
1
0
4
0
1

2
1
1
969
21
1
0
2
1
4
0

3
0
1
4
980
3
7
0
3
2
0

4
9
0
3
0
950
0
6
13
2
17

5
0
0
1
75
2
897
0
0
18
7

6
20
0
1
3
8
26
909
0
33
0

7
0
2
74
16
13
0
0
874
12
9

8
5
0
5
2
0
2
1
0
981
4

9
8
1
7
4
30
2
0
2
15
931

Table 6. Confusion matrix: combination of column and
row models (FF + BF vectors)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0
988
0
1
1
2
0
6
0
2
0

1
0
986
8
0
2
1
1
1
1
0

2
0
0
993
1
1
0
0
4
1
0

3
0
0
3
995
0
1
0
0
1
0

4
0
0
0
0
983
0
2
1
0
14

5
0
0
0
7
0
971
0
0
12
10

6
3
1
0
0
0
24
966
0
6
0

7
0
0
21
12
2
1
0
961
2
1

8
2
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
995
1

9
0
0
0
2
23
1
0
1
9
964

In a final experiment considering isolated digits, we
have used a more robust experimental protocol, in which
the database is composed of 195,000 samples for training,
28,000 for validation and 60,000 for testing. The
recognition rate for the testing set was 97.9%.

4.2 Experiments on isolated characters
The isolated characters available on the NIST SD19
were used in these experiments. The hsf_0, hsf_1, hsf_2
and hsf_3 series were used for training. The hsf_7 and
hsf_4 series were used as validation and testing sets,
respectively. Table 7 shows the experimental protocol and
recognition rates of the proposed method and related
works evaluated on the same database.
As we can see, it is difficult to compare since most of
the time the authors did not consider 52 classes. We have
used the same experimental protocol than Koerich [13]
since the author has considered the complete experimental
protocol. When both, upper and lowercase, are considered
in the same experiment the proposed features have shown
to be better. The reason is that, the features based on
columns and rows have shown to be more suitable to

distinguish classes where the difference is just the size,
such as C and c.
Table 7. Experimental protocol and recognition rates
on isolated characters
Class
#
#
#
Recog.
Train. Valid. Test.
Rates %
Proposed method
uppercase (26 classes)
37,440 12,092 11,941
90.0
lowercase (26 classes)
37,440 11,578 12,000
84.0
upper/lower (52 classes) 74,880 23,670 23,941
87.0
Koerich [13]
uppercase (26 classes)
37,440 12,092 11,941
92.3
lowercase (26 classes)
37,440 11,578 12,000
84.6
upper/lower (52 classes) 74,880 23,670 23,941
85.5
Oh et al [14]
11,941
90.0
26,000
uppercase (26 classes)
Dong et al [15]
10,688
92.3
23,937
lowercase (26 classes)

4.3 Experiments on handwritten numeral strings
We have also used the proposed models and features in a
method for numeral string recognition. It can be
categorized as a segmentation-free approach that avoids a
prior segmentation of the string into digits by using an
implicit segmentation strategy. In this method the
challenge consists of finding the best compromise
between segmentation and recognition. To deal with this
problem, we propose a two-stage system in [8]. It allows
the use of two sets of features and numeral models: one
taking into account of both segmentation and recognition
aspects, and another considering just the recognition
aspects. The first stage, called the String ContextualBased Stage (SCB), finds the N best segmentationrecognition paths for a given numeral string. For this
purpose, a dynamic programming is used to match digit
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) against to a given string.
The 10 column-based HMMs used in this stage are trained
on isolated digits, but considering contextual information
regarding string slant and intra-string size variation. In
addition, features extracted from the foreground pixels of
the string image columns contemplate both segmentation
and recognition processes. The second stage, called
Verification Stage, re-ranks the N best segmentationrecognition paths provided by the first system stage using
a powerful isolated digit recognizer. The proposed set of
features combining foreground and background
information is used in order to improve the recognition
performance of the numeral HMMs. Moreover, 10
additional numeral HMMs based on the rows of the
numeral images are combined with the column-based
models during the digit recognition process.
As we can see, the proposed string recognition method
is totally based on complementary information
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(foreground + background features, column + row-based
models). This strategy has been shown to make a
significant contribution to string recognition performance.
The recognition rate on 12,802 unknown length strings
composed of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10 digits (NIST SD19)
were: 94.8%, 91.6%, 91.2%, 88.3%, 89.0%, and 86.9%
respectively. In addition, the recognition rate on 2,069
touching digit pairs also extracted from NIST SD19 was
89.6%.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we have combined complementary
features extracted from both foreground and background
of character images. These features were combined in an
HMM-based classifier composed of column-based and
row-based models. A zoning scheme based on column and
row models provides a way of dividing the character into
zones without making the features size invariant. The
experiments have shown that HMMs can provide high
recognition performance close to those provided by the
use of neural networks. This is very important since
HMMs have shown to be more appropriate to model
handwriting knowledge related to the interaction between
adjacent characters in words or numeral strings. During
the experiments it is possible to observe that HMMs and
the combination of complementary features are a
promising strategy to recognize isolated digits or even to
contemplate both segmentation and recognition aspects in
a numeral string recognition method. Further work can be
done in order to develop new features based on structural
information. In addition, the system will be evaluated on
cursive words.
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